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WHAT IS IT
Cwash® is the most innovative dental cleaning device
that does not require any water or toothpaste.

HOW DOES IT WORK
BITE

Cwash®

Innovative bite with gradual polymer release
with hundreds of micro bristles

+

ADDITIVES

Menthol and xylitol compound

+

=

Thanks to the combined work of the
gradual release of menthol and xylitol and
the micro oscillations, Cwash® allows
efficient cleaning of the entire dental arch
in just 30 seconds.

MICRO OSCILLATIONS
Micro oscillations with adjustable intensity

IT’S SMART
Cwash®, thanks to its size, is easy to carry and can be used anywhere!

Cwash® has an application (available on Play Store and Apple Store).
By connecting it to your phone, it allows you to:
Get statistics about duration, mode, intensity
Show you the wear level of the bite
Send you a notification when it is time to brush your teeth

ITS FEATURES
SMART

REPLACEABLE

Application for smartphone

Thanks to its special refills, you can replace
the bite after 100 cycles

30 SEC. TO CLEAN

EASY TO CARRY

Reduce the cleaning time from
2 minutes to 30 seconds

With its practical portable case, you can
carry Cwash® everywhere

STATISTICS

LONG-LIFE BATTERY

For monitoring bite wear level and
cleaning metrics

Long-life battery for the best performance

CUSTOMIZABLE CLEANING
Duration and intensity of treatment
adjustable using the app

ACCESSORIES AND
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Not included

PORTABLE CASE

REPLACEMENT BITE

Take your Cwash® wherever you want thanks
to the practical and effective portable case
that keeps your device in a safe and clean
place.

Package containing 2 bites
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WHO IS IT FOR
People with reduced mobility, disabled, bedridden,
to promote their independence
For whoever wants a quick and easy
solution to an efficient oral care
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